Improved CLAHE Enhancement Technique for Underwater Images
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Abstract—In recent days, a wide range of research has been going on visual enhancement of underwater images, under images in submarine and military operations to discover the submerged structural designing and sea explorations. But the difficulties are increased by diving in the deep ocean for a long time for underwater images. The factors such as scattering resulting from presence of particles inside the water and blurring effects reduce the quality of images being captured by underwater optic camera. There are several algorithms are introduced to improve the visual quality of deep under water images. Therefore, in this project a novel algorithm White balanced CLAHE is to enhance the visual quality of the underwater images will be implemented and comparison of data with different conventional enhancement algorithms will be illustrated. And by comparing with the different quality metrics of each algorithm we can conclude which method is best to enhance the underwater images for both database images and real time images. This can be implemented by using MATLAB software.
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I INTRODUCTION
In earth 71% of its surface is covered with water and aquatic plants. There is more enthusiasm to known that what lies in underwater. Now a days an image of deep waters has a demand to large investigation to extent the underwater for sea floor exploration and navigation. The underwater imaging includes the inspection of seabed exploration and plants. And now the search for wrecks up and to the exploration of natural resources. Underwater images are essentially characterized by their poor visibility because light is exponentially attenuated as it travels in the water and the scenes result poorly contrasted and hazy. Due to above reasons, unmanned remote vehicles are use to sea floor explorations.

1.1 Historical Development
Underwater image quality improvement approaches are present a path to magnify the object recognition in underwater areas. A wide research started for the improvement of image visual quality, but a very little amount of work has been carried out in this underwater imaging area. In deep under water, image quality is degraded due to poor illumination conditions that present in underwater. And in deep water the light properties differ compared to air. There are several parameters which decreases the image quality in under deep waters. So in order to eliminate all those effects by using several techniques have been implemented now.

1.2 Need for pre process
An initial pre processing is needed for under deep water images, because due to the poor image quality when acquiring the image. Importance of pre processing for under water images [1] are given below: In under deep water images the quality of an image is disturbed due to the light ray properties like absorption of light and scattering effects. Especially the specificity of surroundings such as water torridness, light inequalities and more blue complexion or less influential when vehicles are move in underwater. Image and video captured from deep under waters like unknown rigid scene, the depth of the scene and low light sensitivity due to marine snow.

II. TRADITIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR IMAGE ENHANCEMENT
There are several techniques which are used frequently for processing the image to improve the visual quality. Some the techniques are:

- Histogram Equalization
- Contrast stretching
- Adaptive Histogram Equalization

2.1 Histogram Equalization:
If we creating a histogram that means it provides a better visual representation of data distribution. It can displays a large amount of data and frequencies so we have to apply the histogram to improve the image quality. It can display data information that uses rectangles to show the frequency of data information in successive numerical intervals of equal size.

Histogram equalization is a method for adjusting image intensities to enhance image contrast. For a perfect image it has equal number of pixels in all its grey levels [2]. It assigns the intensity values of pixels in the input image so that the output image contains a uniform distribution of intensities. This improves contrast and gives a uniform histogram.

By using, histogram it makes our task easier to identify different data. It helps to visualize the distribution of data. But it may increase the contrast of background noise, while decrease the original signal. So further we go for contrast stretching method.
2.2 Contrast Stretching:
The contrast stretching is a method to make brighter portion more brighter and darker portion more darker by using predefined transformation function [2], we have 256 grey levels. ’0’ indicates black and white indicates ‘255’. Usually, Underwater images will have less grey values. So in this method the current grey value of the image is stretched towards 255 i.e., from black to white and performed pixel by pixel. It means that contrast of the image is improved for better vision.

For example, Take two different threshold values are considered for the entire image and the values between them are stretched to maximum extent, then the contrast of the image is increases. Moreover by this method entire global image contrast is enhanced.

In this method there is drawback that is, the transformation function is not unique. Based on the application the suitable transformation function is to be chosen. So to overcome this problem we go for adaptive histogram equalization.

2.3 Adaptive Histogram Equalization:
Adaptive histogram equalization is used to improve the quality and contrast of an image. It is PC based image processing method. And it is similar to the contrast stretching method but with a slight difference. It has several intensities of specific grey value each belongs to a distinct portion of an image, by applying a suitable transformation function equalization of each colour plane is to be done. Each pixel transformed based on the histogram of a square surrounding the pixel [3]. Transformation function is applied on the histogram proportional to the cumulative distributive function (CDF) of pixel values in the neighborhood. It suits for enhancing the local details and edge information of each region in an image.

It is a classification technique which will benefit of the images with extreme contrast values. In this, the limitation is unwanted noise present in the background of an image and it leads to loss in information signal [4]. The noise in homogeneous regions of an image are amplified it results in poor SNR. Only the local objects of the image are enhanced but the background is unenhanced.

III. PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 White Balanced Contrast Limited Adaptive Histogram Equalization:
Before we apply this method we have to balance the photometric variations by using gray world approach or white balanced approach.

3.2 Balancing of Photometric variations:
To acquire an image a source of illumination is required. In deep under water the main source of illumination is sun. The acquired image is RGB type, in deep underwater blue colour variations are more dominant due to its shorter wavelength. Usually colour images consist of 3 planes i.e., red, green, blue due to improper illumination source impact of blue colour compared to green and red is more. Due to this effect there is a necessity to balance the colour combination so it is invariant of illumination.

So in order to balance those variations, assess the colour of predominating light and remove effects of that colour to make the acquired image free from photometric variations. These effects are removed by transformation on pixel intensities of each colour plane by an average pixel intensity value of that colour plane [5].

3.3 White Balanced Approach:
This method is also known as Gray World Approach. In this, colour constancy is a process of recognition of colour independent of light. Illuminants is the cause of colour casts in captured digital image. To solve this colour constancy problem first it has to estimate colour of prevailing light and then it remove the unwanted colour casts.

Gray World(GW) technique is widely used and general white balance algorithm. This algorithm produces an estimate of illumination by calculating the mean of each channel of the image [6]. The average of each individual channel is used to calculate a separate scaling value for every channel. By this way the illumination on different channel is eliminated independently, when we using this method it is important to keep the following: An image in which many similar colours are present gives a bad result because this method needs a wide range of colours. This algorithm illuminates this dominant colour. This function can be executed on every image represented by both in one dimensional and three dimensional matrix.

3.4 Contrast Limited adaptive histogram equalization:
Ordinary AHE tends to overamplify the contrast in near constant regions of the image. It is originally developed for enhancement of low contrast images [7]. CLAHE is a variant of adaptive histogram equalisation in which contrast amplification is limited, so as to reduce this problem of noise amplification. In order to limit the noise amplification we use CLAHE [8]. In CLAHE, the contrast limited procedure has to be applied for each neighbourhood from which a transformation function is derived. Rather than taking the whole image, CLAHE prevents over amplification by dividing the image into small data regions called tiles and then it performs contrast enhancement. And these tiles are rejoined to get an overall enhanced image. It is applied over both type of images gray scale and coloured.

![Fig 1. Block diagram of White balanced CLAHE](image-url)
Fig. 2 (a) Original image, (b) HE, (c) Contrast stretching, (d) AHE (e) White balance, (f) White balanced CLAHE

Table: 1 Comparison of Traditional and White balanced CLAHE techniques (Fig 1)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR (dB)</td>
<td>54.8446</td>
<td>54.8811</td>
<td>54.8610</td>
<td>55.5618</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.2143</td>
<td>0.2130</td>
<td>0.2140</td>
<td>0.1821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.4629</td>
<td>0.4615</td>
<td>0.4626</td>
<td>0.4267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table: 2 Comparison of Traditional and White balanced CLAHE techniques (Fig 2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PSNR (dB)</td>
<td>54.8120</td>
<td>54.8372</td>
<td>54.8216</td>
<td>55.3462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MSE</td>
<td>0.2149</td>
<td>0.2152</td>
<td>0.2159</td>
<td>0.1914</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMSE</td>
<td>0.4628</td>
<td>0.4639</td>
<td>0.4667</td>
<td>0.4375</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, different underwater image enhancement techniques are studied and in the field of image processing, there are several techniques are proposed to enhance the visual quality of underwater images. Existing techniques improves the deep water images to a large extent. But all these techniques suffer with poor quality. For a good quality image it will have high PSNR and low MSE. Based on these characteristics the proposed method, and the conventional method is compared. The results that have been obtained for both the techniques, White Balanced CLAHE gives the better enhancement of quality parameters for underwater images.
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